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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1935

Law Fiat Mixer
Sponsor for Townsend Club
Scholastics Give
Will Be Saturday!
Will Argue With Economists
Three Concerts
Delta Phi Is to Be Sponsor
Of All-School Dance
For Educators
Nat Allen Invites Students and Townspeople to Program
Planned for Tomorrow Evening in Main Hall;
Snell and Tascher to Speak
Three speakers will be featured at the meeting of faculty and mem
bers of the student body to be held at Main hall tomorrow evening at
8 o’clock for the purpose of discussing the Townsend Plan and organiz
ing an active Townsend club on the university campus. Three speakers on the program will be: Nat Allen, ^
Roundup, senior in the law school,
SENTINEL DEADLINE SET
who will speak on the desirability of
the principles embodied in the Town
There
are 300 copies of the 1935
send Plan; H. K. Snell, assistant pro
fessor of economics, who will talk on Sentinel yet to go o u t Students
who
have
not yet received their an
the economic aspects of the plan, and
Harold Tascher, assistant professor of nuals must call for them a t the
economics, who will speak on the Students’ store before 5 o’clock on
Friday, November 1. No copies of
social aspects of the plan.
the yearbook will be given out after
Allen Advocates Plan
Mr. Allen said Monday, “Even that time.
though the average person believes
that a pension of $200 is undesirable
all economists will agree that the
principle of the plan is basically I
sound. Therefore, in organizing this |
club we do not ask that students and
faculty members subscribe 100 per
cent to the $200 a month pension.
Rather, the student is asked to sup
port a movement that is bring the pen
sion question to the attention of the Campus Groups Must Send
people and of the law makers of this
Full List of Officers
country which is far behind foreign
To Compilers
countries in the m atter of pensions. If
to accomplish this end of bringing
Typing
has begun on the Student
pensions to the attention of the people
it would be desirable to ask for pen directory, which is made up of the
names
of
all students and faculty
sions of $500 or $1,000, I would glady
members, their home addresses, phone
endorse such a movement.
“Organization of a club will make it numbers and departments. This year,
possible to investigate the entire pen a list of all the student organisations
sion question, and will make it pos- on the campus, departmental, religious
_sible to -change the whole set-up if, groups, national honorary and profes
after investigation, the Townsend Plan sional, and their officers, will be given
in the directory.
is found fallacious.’’
Those students who have not as yet
Snell States Opinions
Mr. Snell will be the second speaker turned in to the registrar’s office,
their
correct addresses, will be listed
on the program. He will discuss the
.economic aspects of the plan. In an at the addresses now available in that
interview Monday, Mr. Snell made the office.
The registrar’s office yesterday is
following statement:
“Most economists are thoroughly sued a final call for information con
convinced that the so-called Townsend cerning campus organizations. The
plan is fallacious, is wrong in prin following groups have not submitted a
ciple, would never work if put into list of officers to the president’s of
effect, and would do irreparable dam fice: Junior class, Interfraternity
age to the nation's economic system, council, Pan-Hellenic council, French
Many millions of sincere older people j
Debate union, Education club,
are being misled, their hopes of pros Orchestra club, Psi Chi, Spanish club,
University
band, Corbin hall, South
perity stimulated, and their energies
misdirected into useless channels. If hall, Alpha Kappa Psi, Kappa Psi,
the efforts being spent on this plan “M” club, Phi Delta Phi, and the re
were directed to the building of an ligious groups on the campus.

Typing Begun
For Students'
New Directory

economically sound system, we might
be getting somewhere in solving our
economic problems.
Tascher a Participant

Phi Delta Phi, national 'honorary
legal fraternity for men, will he spon Weisberg Directs All - State
sor of the mixer to be held Saturday
Band at Miles City
evening, November 2, In the men’s
Convention
gymnasium. The dance, which will be
held following the University of Wash
Professor A. H. Weisberg of the mu
ington game to be held at Seattle Sat
urday afternoon, will give Grizzly sup sic department, returned this week
porters a chance to celebrate their from Miles City, where he directed the
victory or to forget their defeat, said al 1-State high school orchestra in
Nat Allen, president of Phi Delta Phi three concerts.
and dance chairman.
I This is the sixth annual conference
Admission will be 25 cents per per which has taken place at one or an
son, proceeds of which will be donated other of the district meetings of the
to the new Student Union building to Montana Education association. The
buy ash trays and other furnishings orchestra is composed of selected
players from 20 Montana high schools.
not provided at the present time.
The evening of November 2 is a Missoula county high school sent no
musicians
and the Helena delegation
closed date, and the legal fraternity
mixer will be the only social event of was unable to participate because of
the week-end open to the entire stu the earthquake.
Four rehearsals were held before
dent body.
Lee Metcalf, chairman of the or the first concert on Thursday after
noon
which was given for the school
chestra committee, announced that Nat
Allen's orchestra will provide the children of Miles City. On Friday
afternoon
the orchestra played for the
music during the evening.
delegates to the district convention.
Chaperons will include Dean and Friday night a public concert was
Mrs. C. W. Leaphart, Professor and held. None of these players had prac
Mrs. D. R. Mason, Professor and Mrs. ticed together prior to the rehearsal
Walter Pope, Miss Charlotte Russell, Wednesday morning.
Professor and Mrs. A. K. Smith and
A student from Stevensville was re
Profesosr and Mrs. J. H. Toelle.
ported to have come the farth est He
took three days to make the trip, rid
ing an apple truck the greater part of
the way.
No definite plans have been made
for next year’s meet, but it is probable
it will be held in the western part of
Football players will leave for the state.
Seattle Thursday afternoon a t 3
o’clock on the Milwaukee train. Stu
dents have been asked to go down to
the depot to give them a rousing send
off to the Washington game.
“Even if we did lose the Idaho game,
everyone should be down, at the train
to see the fellows off, and show them
that the student body is behind the
squad,” said James Meyers, A. S. U. M. Secret Ceremony to Be Conducted
By Druids, Honorary School
president “Student support has been
Fraternity
better this year than it ever has been,”

Sendoff for Team
Will Be Thursday

Forestry Group
To Hold Initiation
For Seven Men

Meyers said, “and we don’t want it to
lag in the middle of the season.”
Although classes will not be ex
cused, everyone who can possibly be
a t the depot should make it a point
to be there. A large crowd gathered
at the depot the night the team left
for Moscow, and a still larger group
should be able to see the boys off to
Seattle. Plans for a rally before the
game have not yet been announced.

Co-eds Are to Have Difficulty
Attending Great Falls Classic

“It is the purpose of Dr. Tascher and
myself to try to show why the plan is
wrong and what might be done to
ward correcting the old-age insecurity Regulations Governing Women Going to Game Learned
problems in some sensible, practical,
From Unofficial Sources; Dean Ferguson
workable plan.
"As economists and sociologists we
To Announce Plans Shortly
are sincerely interested in finding cor
rect solutions for our problems, and
Dean Mary Elrod Ferguson yesterday announced that no definite
not in opposing really worthwhile ef
ruling governing women planning to attend the Gonzaga-Montana game
forts toward such solutions.”
All members of the student body and at Great Falls on November 9 would be made public until after train
faculty are invited to attend the meet arrangements were completed. However, it was learned from un
ing.., A general discussion will fol official sources that women wishing to "
low the talks by the appointed speak go to the game would be required to
GONZAGA GAME TICKETS
ers. It is possible, according to Nat submit a written request from their
Allen, that a speaker, not yet ap- j parent8 to the dean of women before
.
Students'
who plan to go to the
pointed, will also appear for the af- perln|88j0n to leave would be granted,
flrmative side of the argument.
,jt wa8 further learned that In the case Gonzaga-Montana game in Great
Falls
November
9 may procure
of women intending to visit relatives
or friends in Great Falls, written tickets for 55 cents at the business
Delegate to Convention
statements to that effect would be re office, officials said yesterday.
Will Be Selected Soon quired from those parties. In addition, Tickets may be secured by display
the parents’ statement must accom ing the students’ A.S.U.M. cards.
A.S.U.M. tickets must be ex
Royal Turley, president of Phi Sig pany this. It was learned. It was also
ma, national professional biology fra understood that women would be for changed at Missoula. No exchanges
will be made at Great Falls. Clos
ternity, has announced that one dele bidden to stay in hotels.
ing date on the sale here is Novem
gate and an alternate of Phi Sigma
Meanwhile Northern Pacific railroad
will be elected to attend the national officials and others announced that a ber 4.
Students may begin securing
convention ot that fraternity to Hejspe"clal trata <.oum be provided if a
held In St. Louis during Christmas L Iulmum of 150 students would take their tickets this afternoon at the
vacation. The election will be held in tickets. It was thought that the 35 business office.
the natural science building today.
members of the band would go on this
Turley also asked all active mem train and possibly the football team as Chemistry Alum ni Get
hers to be present at this meeting, as I ”
The round trip fare would be
Philosophy Doctorates
other important business will be dis {4.36. Tentative plans call for the
cussed. Those eligible for Initiation train to leave here late on the morn
Four graduates of the chemistry de
into Phi Sigma will be named at this ing of the game and leave Great Falls
partment at the state university re
meeting.
on the return trip shortly after the ceived Doctor of Philosophy degrees
end of the game. The special would from various schools throughout the
PAPERS PUT IN FOUNDATION
arrive in Missoula a t approximately country last June.
5:30 o’clock Sunday morning.
Frank Long, Eureka, who received
One copy of the October IS issue of |
both B.A. and M.A. degrees in 1932,
the Montana Exponent, one copy of j
ARNOLD BEEZER VISITS
was granted his Ph.D. by the Univer
the Montana Collegian and one of the
sity of California. He is now an in
latest Montana State college catalogs
Arnold K. Beezer, Seattle, province structor of chemistry there.
were placed in the cornerstone of the
Edwin Mertz, Missoula, ’31, earned
new Gallatin county courthouse, Sat- president of Phi Delta Phi, law school
urday, October 19. Music for the cere- j professional fraternity, visited Mis- his Ph.D. degree a t the University of
mony was furnished by the Bobcat i soula on a chapter inspection tour Illinois; Joseph Baty, ’30, took his at
band. At least one copy of the state Saturday. A banquet, sponsored by Cornell university; Romund Moltzau,
college’s publications will be reserved the state university chapter, was held Fergus, ’31, was granted his degree by
the University of Minnesota.
for posterity now.
j In his honor Saturday evening.

Seven pledges of the Druids, honor
ary fraternity of the forestry school,
will be initiated into the ffaternity as
active members at initiation cere
monies to be held at the sacred ground
of the Druids in Pattee canyon Wed
nesday, October 30.
Initiation of the seven pledges Wed
nesday will be the final initiation of
the year and will bring the total num
ber of pledges Initiated this year to
14. Seven pledges were initiated at
ceremonies held at Pattee canyon, Oc
tober 23.
Members who will be initiated Wed
nesday are Egan Goodacre, Grandmere, Quebec; Harold Lewis, Lavina;
Charles Schramm, Cedaredge, Colo
rado; Ronald Watters, Missoula;
Steven Wilkie, Rosebud; Dick Wil
liams, Missoula, and Hubert Zemke,
Missoula.
Those men to be initiated will meet
at the forestry building at 7:30 o'clock.
Former members and, those initiated
last Wednesday will meet at 7 o’clock.
All attending are requested to wear
field clothes.

Corry Contributes
To New Quarterly
Instructor’s Work Will Appear Soon
In “Southern Review”
Andrew Corry, humanities instruc
tor, will be among the contributors of
future issues of the “Southern Re
view,” a quarterly published at the
Louisiana State university, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana.
The “Southern Review” envisages, a
national audience, and is a new quar
terly. It will draw its contributions
not only from the South, but from all
sections of this country and abroad.
The first issue appeared in June, 1935.
Fiction, poetry, essays and review
are featured in the magazine. Charles
W. Pipkin is the editor, Cleanth
Brooks, Jr., and Robert Penn Warren,
are the managing editors, and Albert
Russel Erskine, Jr., is the business
manager.

No. 9

H. Stearns, S. Koch,
Plan Humor Magazine
For State U niversity
Publications Board Reacts Favorably to Proposal; Central
Board May Consider Means of Financing
Publication at Today’s Meeting
Tentative plans for the publication of a state university humor mag
azine were presented to Publications board at a meeting yesterday
afternoon by Harold Steams, Deer Lodge, and Stanley Koch, Missoula.
Although not giving the venture official sanction, the board reacted
----------------------------—— ^favorably to the plan and will meet
P lC tllF C S c h e d u l e
again this afternoon with the view of
recommending that Central board
F O f S e n io r M e n
authorize the set-up of the magazine.
i Details of the plan will probably be
T o B e R e s u m e d lloned out by Publications board this
afternoon and their recommendations
„ '
, _
■
sent to the governing council for apBoth Men and Women Should Wear proval or reJectlon. TOe „uestlon8 of
Black and White; Class Editor
local advertlsing, a proposed subsidy
To Telephone Appointments
| by the A s u M and the amount o£

Many Students
to the editor and business
Now Employed The schedule for senior men’s pic- salaries
manager are m atters expected to he
tures will be resumed due to the col-1 considered. Stearns will act as editor
By th e NYA lapse of the no-shave movement, it j of the magazine and Koch as business
Over 300 Working in Every
Campus Department
Of University
Over 300 students in the university
are now employed' under the N. Y. A.
Clerical assistants have been supplied
for every department on the campus.
Some of the students are employed in
the library, and a number are busy
correcting and grading papers in the
omnibus courses. Several persons, have
work as laboratory assistants in the
different science departments. Care
of the athletic equipment is assigned
to another group.
The problem of keeping up the uni
versity campus grounds and buildings
is being taken care of by N. Y. A.
employees. The clean-up work in the
Student Union building is being car
ried on by N. Y. A. workers. In the
forestry nursery, N. Y. A. employes
are taking care of seeds and plant
shipments received. Several are em
ployed assisting on the range and
grazing research federal project
A report listing the names and num
ber of students from various towns
and counties of Montana will be com
pleted in the near future. The report
is being prepared by N. Y. A. workers,
and will be of interest to all univer
sity students.
Besides the large number of stu
dents employed on the campus, there
are several who have been employed
by organizations and business offices
in Missoula. Three have been given
jobs with the United States weather
bureau, several are employed in the
Forest 3ervice office, and others will
coach in the grade schools of the city.

Activities Planned
For Fall $eason
At Barb Meeting
Independent

Basketball

Conference

Includes the Organization
No Pale Faces,
Of Six Teams
Plans
for
a
program of activities
No Whiskers, including the fallorganization
of an In
basketball league will be
No Game Won dependent
outlined at the second Barb mass
“Due to the lack of spirit the beard
contest must be closed,” stated Leroy
Seymour, chief Grizzly of the Bear
Paws. Pamelia Fergus, president of
Tanan-of-Spur, said, “It would be Im
possible to enforce the no-make-up
campaign without the beard contest.
“A large percentage of the student
body did not shave until they saw the
football team return with smooth
faces," Seymour added.
James Meyers, president of the A. S.
U. M., said, “It's a shame to stop in
the middle of an enthusiastic cam
paign."
Traditions board would make no
comment since they did not officially
back the campaign.
Ray Whitcomb, yell king, said, “To
me it seems as if there was a sudden
let-down on the campus Monday morn
ing in regard to school spirit when
the men on the campus who were
growing beards followed the example
of the "M" club and the football team.
Is there nothing that Montana starts
that we can finish? We not only fell
short of the goal line with Idaho but
also our non-shave goal.”

VOLUME XXXV.

meeting to be held tonight in the for
estry library. The program will fea
ture a talk by Professor Paul Blschoff
of the foreign language department
and music by Milt Anderson.
The Independent basketball league
will be organized with six teams en
tered. They will represent the South
hall “bull pen,” the Independents liv
ing in town and other branches of the
organization. The league will start
play on November 25.
A dance to be held in the Student
Union building on November 29 wjll
be discussed. This will be the first
dance in the new building following
the one to be held in connection with
the dedication ceremonies.
Election of freshman delegates to
the Barb council will also be held.
There will be a half hour of dancing
for the purpose of giving Independent
men and women a chance to become
acquainted. During the dancing, Barb
activity tickets will be on sale.
Sigma Nu announces the pledging of
James Spellman and 'William Lazetich
of Anaconda, and Charles Williams,
Chicago, Illinois.

was announced by Margaret Lucy, manager if it receives official sanction
class editor of the Sentinel. Seniors and is brought into being,
will be notified of the time of their
The present set-up calls for a 16appointments by telephone.
j page magazine to be printed on a
The photographs will “be taken j smooth finish paper with a three-color
against a black background, and in cover. National advertising space, in
order to improve the general makeup color, will be provided on the'back
of the senior picture section uniform- cover. It is planned to have the first
ity of dress is^ requested. Women issue out for the opening of the Stushould wear black dresses and white dent Union building on November 22.
collars and men should wear dark It is expected that Publications board
suits, white shirts and dark ties. %
will recommend to Central board that
Ace Woods has been awarded the the A. S. U. M. sponsor the magazine
contract and no other pictures will be and that Editor Stearns and Business
accepted for publication in the annual. Manager Koch receive a percentage of
Seniors failing to keep their appoint the profits, if any.
ments will forfeit the right to have
The W. B. Bradbury company of
their pictures in the Sentinel.
New York, which represents the As
sociation of College Comics exclu
sively, will handle the national adver
tising for the Montana publication.
Among the publications now in the
association are the Harvard Lampoon,
Princeton Tiger, Yale Record, Cali
fornia Pelican, Michigan Gargoyle,
Nebraska Awgwan and many other
humor magazines in universities
throughout the United States.

Scholastic Group
Soon To Petition
Phi Beta Kappa
Kappa Tau Members Seek
Charter From National
Honorary

Miss Mirrielees
Attends Education
Association Meet

Kappa Tau, local honorary scho
lastic fraternity, will soon petition Phi
Beta Kappa to charter a state univer
sity chapter, it has been announced English Professor Delivers Speech
. Concerning Poetry Teaching
by Bill Browning, president of the
group. The petition will be presented
Before Regional Group
through alumni and faculty members.
It is believed that the faculty should
Miss Lucia B. Mirrielees; professor
know the action taken by the national in the English department, who at
scholastic fraternity on the petition tended the regional meeting of the
within a short time.
Montana Education association held in
To be eligible for Kappa Tau, stu Great Falls over the week-end, re
dents must have completed 75 credits ported the gathering as highly suc
in residence a t' the state university cessful. and have junior standing. A scholastic
Mr. R. A. Mlcken, Cut Bank, gave
index of 2.10 is required.
an interesting talk on “Seeking a
Present members of Kappa Tau are Refuge in the MS,” a t the breakfast
Robert Bates, Great Falls; Bill Brown held for the National Council of Eng
ing, Belt; Alice Berland, Brady; Olaf lish teachers. Mr. Mlcken encouraged
Bredeson, Inga; Maro Butchart, Mis the teacherB to continue writing. Mr.
soula; William Giltner, Billings; Mlcken is the author of 60 poems
Wood Goble, St. Ignatius; Jane Guth which have received favorable com
rie, Choteau; Mildred Lewis, Brady; Iment.
Joseph McDowell, Deer Lodge; Robert
Miss Mirrielees addressed the group
Ruehrwein, Billings; Elizabeth Schu-| on the importance of teaching verse
bert, Great Falls; Theodore Shoe In high school, rather than merely
maker, Missoula; Fern Spicher, Hing- reading verse.
liam; Mildred Spoklie, Westby; Terril
Miss Mirrielees said that a number
Stevens, Missoula, and Frank Willig, of university alumni were present at
Missoula.
the meeting, and all were interested
in the campus occurences. Three
topics, the Idaho game, opening of the
Dr. Little Helps Study
Student Union building, and the open
Of Grading at Factory ing of the Little Theatre seemed to
hold the greatest Interest for the
Dr. E. M. Little of the state uni alumni.
versity physics department has been
Among tiie alumni with whom Miss
enlisted by the Amalgamated Sugar Mirrielees talked were Esther Epstein,
company’s Missoula factory to aid In Bob Struckman, Katherine Potter, An
the solution of a sugar grading prob gelo Geary, Miriam Barnhill, Betty
lem.
Kelleher and Dexter Fee.
Dr. Little has been carrying on ex
periments with photo-electric cells
and a galvanometer which detects Faculty Women’s Club
minute differences in color and has
To Hold First Meeting
presented his findings to the factory
for consideration. Sugar is graded by
Faculty Women’s club will hold its
the degree of whiteness and some of first fall meeting In the library of the
the runs now being made at the local forestry school building Monday.
factory can be classified into two
Mothers and wives of faculty mem
grades without the use of scientific bers and women teachers on the
apparatus.
campus are eligible for full member
ship. House mothers of campus social
WEATHER FORECAST
groups may become associate mem
bers. Mrs. Charles Clapp, president of
the club, urges all eligible to attend.
(By Federal Weather Bureau)
The club wishes to increase its ac
Partly cloudy tonight; probably
snow flurries. Fair nnd warmer
tivities and also its student loan fund
for women students.
Weilensday.
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Ex-Battalion Chief
Is Campus Visitor

Can’Em Left
We have just learned of a college
professor who, penniless, began his
career 30 years ago and recently re
tired with a comfortable fortune of
3600,000. He had acquired It entirely
through Industry, economy, conscien
tious effort, endless patience In trying
circumstances, indomitable persever
ance and the death of an Australian
uncle who left an estate valued at
$499,999.60.

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Moscow, Idaho, for the Montana-Idaho
game Saturday.
Friday, November 1
Mildred Cooper was a Tuesday din
Residence H a l ls .......... ...................Dance
ner guest at the Alpha XI Delta house.
Saturday, November 8
Marian Nankervls spent the week
Phi Delta Phi
...... ...................... Mixer
end at her home in Butte.

The past week-end was an unusually
busy one socially with six firesides,
a barn dance, and a formal dance.
The first large social function to
take place at South hall this year was
Mussolini says “Sir Malcolm Camp, the formal dance Sield Friday n ig h t
bell may be England’s fastest thing, Chaperons Included Dean and Mrs. R.
but I'm the Fascist thing In Italy.”
C. Line and Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Swear
ingen. Bill Preuss provided music for
Always remember, dear children, the occasion.
that a fish never gets caught by keep
ing Its mouth s h u t
Sigma Nu Barn Dance
The Sigma Nu house, converted into
Maybe you read the list of gems In a "barnyard,” proved a popular place
last week's Call 'Em, taken from "A Saturday n igh t Hens, a calf, bales of
Connotary." Here are a few more to hay and cowbells added considerably
to the effect, and the three little pigs
enrich your vocabulary:
which were Imported for the affair,
Grid: avarice, selfishness.
were popular among the guests. A
Greek: a stream or rivu let
Tackle: to cause to laugh by wav hayrack toured sorority houses and
dormitories
to pick up those Invited.
ing a feather under the chin.
Lunch: to set out on the water, as Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Castle. Mrs. Alex Peterson, and
a b oat
Mrs. A. F. LeClalre. The Montana H ill
Sprinter: a sliver of wood.
Chimes: typical name for a chauf billies supplied music.
feur, as In "Home, Chimes.”
Firesides
Phi Delta Theta, Alpha Chi Omega
This Is one of those frequent lec

Katherine Rand, Butte, spent the
week-end at the Sigma Kappa house.
Thelma Buck spent the week-end at
the Alpha XI Delta house In Moscow,
where she also attended the MontanaIdaho game.'
Mrs. Arthur McArthur of Wallace,
Idaho, visited her sons, Ray and
Frank, during the past week.

Guests for dinner at the Delta Gam
ma house Sunday were Maryalys
Marrs and Virginia Janes.
Annette Phillips, Elizabeth Reifenrath and Katherine Thurston spent the
week-end in Helena.
Homer Spencer, Harrison Kellum,
Bob Mountain, Henry Jackson and
Jimmy Montgomery drove to Moscow
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Cunningham,
Helena, were Sunday dinner guests at
the Sigma Chi house.
Jane MacLanahan, Helena, was a
Friday dinner guest at the Sigma
Kappa house.
Alpha XI Delta pledges were hon
ored at a buffet supper given by the
acjj~V(__
and alumnae Thursday n igh t
and De‘ta Sigma Lambda entertained o th er 'g u ests'ta ^ n d ed ^ H a ^ Id l i l e n
Friday night at firesides. The Conn- June Morgan. Ernestine H ru ell. and
try club was the scene of the Phi Fat Rutherford
Delts’ dance; Lea Smith’s orchestra
Dorothy Buck spent Sunday in Hel
furnished the music. Chaperons were ena.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnard Hewitt and Pro
Harriet Calhoun and Marian Lewfessor Audrew Corry and the guests
el len spent the week-end in Plains.
Included Verne Schwyn of Red Lodge,
Carl Chambers, Fred Holbrook, Fred
Jimmy Moyers, Abe Thompson, Jack
Mills, Bob Huber, Milton Garrison and
Regan, Joe Ball. Miss Edith M. Her
Cal Emery attended the game in Mos
ron and Captain and Mrs. A. E. Roth cow.
ermlch chaperoned a t the Alpha Chi
Patricia McDonald spent the week
Omega dance held at the chapter end in Butte.
honse.
Jack o’lanterns, pumpkins,
A smoker was held at the Sigma Chi
and corn stalks carried out the Hal house after the rally Wednesday.
loween motif. Guests were Angela Mc
Paul E lliott and Clint McCauley
Cormick, Marllce England. Dorothy
were dinner gnests Sunday at the Phi
Morris, Pat Quinn, Nola Storti and Sigma Kappa house.
Virginia Barrett. Delta Sigma LambJanet McKinley was a week-end
da also held a fireside at the chapter
guest of Irene Morrow at the Delta
borrowed from "The Sheaf
pretty I house Friday n ig h t At the Alpha XI
Gamma house.
much to the point:
Delta dance Saturday night Miss Alice
Mrs. H. T. Wilkinson is again at the
Most country highways years ago,
Woody, Mrs. A nns Crosier, and Miss Kappa Alpha Theta house after spend
Were seldom very wide,
| Ethel Scheytt chaperoned. The fire
ing some time in the hospital recover
And on them often, as we know.
side was held at the honse which was ing from an accident
Two autos would collide.
decorated In the orange and black of
Bill Bertsche, Great Falls, was a
They’ve widened these roads anyhow. Hallowe’en. Members of Delta Gamma guest o f Charles Flanagan at the
were hostesses at a fireside a t their Sigma Chi house Friday.
And brought them up to date;
honse Saturday n ig h t Mrs. S. Judy
So two cars never smash up now—
Eleanor Speaker spent the week-end
and Mr. and Mrs. Q. A. Matson were
It’s always six or eig h t
in Moscow, Idaho.
chaperons. Kappa Alpha Theta com
Helen Murtys Flint spent the week
pleted the social whirl with a fire
S ever argue with an undertaker.
end at her home in Anaconda.
side Saturday n igh t Mrs. J. P. Rows
He always gets In the last dig.
Kappa Delta actives and pledges
and Captain and Mrs. Hazelttne chap will hold a slumber party a t the house
eroned
Friday n ig h t
The Los Angeles Junior Collegian In
a recent Issue started to tell about
Barbara W ilsey, Charlotte Randall
With the Greeks
and Margaret Lucy were Thursday
“Pill Week" at an Alabama college,
Delta Gamma announces the pledg
but had to give up. All It could do was
dinner guests at the Kappa Kappa
quote the following hash, as quoted in ing of Virginia Jones, San Francisco, Gamma house.
California.
the Daily Californian a t Berkeley:
Alumnae of Sigma Kappa enter -1
Muriel Nelson was a dinner guest at
Pill Week—“Each student and fac
ulty member draws a capsule which the Alpha Delta Pi house Sunday.
Bob Holliday, Butts, was a Friday
w ill contain the name of som e other
student or faculty member. For the dinner guest at the Alpha T su Omega
house.
Information of the freshmen, each per
LAST TIKES TONIGHT!
son will be a capsule and a pill at the | Jean Lewis, Mary Vaughn and Ruth
Christian!
were Sunday dinner guests
same time (???). Each Is kept sec ret
of Alpha Chi Omega.
Small Inexpensive presents w ill be
Sylvia Marcell and Jane Walker
given the first two days and a basket
WEDNESDAY ONLY—
containing the name of the capsule were guests at the Alpha Phi house
for dinner Sunday.
Compelled by hundreds of re.
will be given to each pill.’’
Sigma
Chi
announces
the
pledging
quests
to bring them baek again.
You figure It o u t
lo t Ernie Hllemnn, Whtteflsh, and Al-

It was a tough game to lose. Tough for you, Doug. Tough for the
team and tough for us, the students. But that’s all right. No beefs
from oyr corner. Maybe we were all a little over-confident. Maybe
the team did hit a terrible slump. Maybe they didn’t play the sort
of game they have in the past. And maybe they haven’t the stuff,
but of that you’ll have a hard time convincing us. We've seen more
football and better football this year than in any season since we
came to college. We’ve liked the attitude of the team and of yourself,
Doug. Saturday’s game hasn’t changed our feelings any. We hope
that it hasn’t altered the team’s attitude but has only made them want
to win more than ever.
The will to win, oddly enough, resulted in defeat. If it hadn’t been
for that the boys would have punted 6ut of danger down there in the
shadow of the goal posts in the last minute of play. We know that.
We know that you didn’t want a tie score any more than a “moral
ture repartees which actually favors
victory.” We like that attitude. If it had worked, you’d all be heroes. the prof. At Riverside Junior college
It is out of situations like that that the gridiron great have arisen. But they tell of the professor who woke
it didn’t work. However, that isn’t the all-important thing. The im his students at the close of the lec
portant thing is that the team isn’t falling back into the old “hold the ture and asked If his explanation was
clear.
score down” attitude. All we ask is that they keep on the way they
“Yeah, clear as mud," came that
have started the season. The Idaho game is over. There’ll be
voice from the back of the room.
chance for revenge next year and in the meantime there are more games "Well, It covers the ground," was
ahead for this season. Let’s forget the team’s slump, the jinx, the bad the reply.
breaks and everything connected with the Idaho game. Let’s start
One of the dumber Doras thinks
building again to get away from such things.
Let the Sunday quarterbacks rave. We’re satisfied. We’re right “diffidence” is what her stock hasn’t
paid for a long time. '
behind you every minute. We’ll grow beards till they sweep the
ground if it will help you any. We’re with you stronger than ever now
With the eye-opener "—And Sudden
for you probably need it more. We know you have a great team and Death" being reprinted so widely for
we are justly proud of it. Keep going, we say. You can count on us neurotic drivers to read and ponder,
every time and all the time.
think this ode to country lanes,

No Danger of Educational Control

The National Youth administration, is merely something to fill the
mouths of administration leaders with mushy vote-getting sentiment,
charges Frank R. Kent, veteran political writer, who at one time advo
cated a set-up somewhat similar to the New Deal and who has since
become one of the most bitter critics of the Rooseveltian policies. Go
ing even further, the syndicated writer strongly hints at a picture of
government dictatorship, stating that behind the fanfare and publicity
accompanying the NYA he sees the first step toward federal control
of American colleges and educational channels of the country.
Both statements make a plea for their acceptance by the reader
through their unusualness and far-fetched nature. Whenever people
are presented with ideas which have never before occurred to them
and which bear a semblance, however remote, of being possible, a
certain.percentage of readers will clutch those ideas without stopping
to think how far they transcend the realms of reason. And it is now
especially easy to foist such ideas on an American people holding
to a background of such things in European countries and deluged
these past few years with the comments of editors and critics who have
been viewing with alarm the trend of governmental policies. It is the
sort of thing people want to read, revel in and pass on to others with
out harnessing their snap judgments long enough to study the matter.
out to get back to Mr. Kent’s specific charges. True, the NYA may
provide many a politician with a pretty speech during the coming cam
paign, but on the other hand we are prone to believe that it is something more than a means of getting the Xs in the proper squares on
ballots, lh a t it has done genuine good, few can deny. There are evi
dences around us — students whose college life has been made more She was only a painter's daughter,
but there was nothing shellacked
pleasant because of it and even students who owe their chance to
attend college to i t And it is even believable that everything is not Some smart lad at New York univer
done because of selfish motives; that the NYA has been set up with sity has found a new way to crib. It
the smeere hope that it would be of benefit to a worthy group.
seems that notes written on spectacles
As for Mr. Kent s charge of educational control, there is little need or watch crystals in grapefruit juice
to go into detail. There has never been a single change effected by become visible when breathed upon.
It might work, but wouldn’t one need
the government but what it was denounced as “ red radicalism” by one a “watch crystal” large enough to fit
generation and hailed as a “pillar of American democracy” by the a Big Ben (the London kind) for notes
next. The same will be true of the NYA if it becomes a permanent on even a short quiz?
feature. America has always progressed and gone ahead despite the
attitude of the critics. The pages of history are replete with accounts K a-chooooo!! Where does all the
anuff go to? No one nose.
of our progress economically, socially and politically. We realize, how
ever. that the achievement of the past is no guarantee of a roseate May we put in “Ironqulll’s ” quaint
future, but we also realize that to preserve the heritage of the past bit, entitled “He and She” as a gentle
to ennch it as we enjoy it today and to reinforce it for the generation suggestion to some of the more won
to come will keep for the United States her prestige and for her peo derful campus Casanovas?
ple their liberty and happiness.
"When I am dead, you'll find it hard,”

Publicity for the University
Profess0!- J o|hi Crowder’s acceptance of a proposal that he play
with the Seattle Symphony orchestra when it makes its appearance here
is indeed good news. Professor Crowder's ability i, well known in
Missoula. His piano ensemble last spring received hearty applause
and his previous Mam hall engagements attracted large audiences
Professor Crowder s appearance with the Seattle group brings forth
a new angle m a situation which is always interesting— even intriguing
to those who want the state as a whole to know the state university
and all its divisions thoroughly. Professor Crowder will go to Seattle
next month and spend several days practicing piano selections with
orchestral accompaniment, since union laws forbid his practicing with
them m Missoula. He will appear here in concert with them, going on
to Butte, Billings and possibly other Montana, cities.
l
‘be state university owes much to the state. The band
the Birth of a Notion, the football team, and professors themselves
have done much toward showing the state what the university does
and in what manner things are done. Professor Crowder, a pianist of
rare ability, will be the representative of the state university music
school. His appearances in various cities will give the institution an
other opportunity to keep Montana abreast of activities here

A
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Said he,
"To ever find another man
Like me.”
"What makes you think, as I suppose
You do,
I'd ever want another man
Like you?”
More probably than not you've heard
about the optician's daughter: one
glass and she made a spectacle of her
self—
It really doesn’t matter in the least,
jxcept that It brings up the subjects
ot eyes and ears, and relevantly “Seen
and Heard”—the m issing feature of
this crumby column. Now, frankly, we
can’t seem to take any interest in
Names as News or Scandals as Scoops.
Therefore, If you want to find your
John Henry, or your friends’, printed
In the alloted space here, we urge you
to make note of all the juicy events
around and about, and to get in touch
with her who Calls ’Em Left. It’s
simple. And thanks.

Blsolein’ Roundup'
Josephine Ridley spent Friday and
Saturday at her home in Stevensville.
Mr. and Mrs-. R ussell Peterson were
Sunday dinner guests at the Phi Delta
Theta house.
Mary Biels, Judith Gap, was a week
end guest at the Kappa Alpha Theta
house.
Jack Wulf and Gus Schmitt went to

talned pledges at a dinner Sunday
from 4 to 6 at the house.
Johnny Graves and Herb Terlce
were Sunday dinner guests at the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.
Former Cadet'Major Back from Duty
Marie Hovee spent the week-end vis
At Fort George Wright
iting In Drummond.
Agnes Walseth and Janet Dion were
F. Carter Quinlan, former cadet ma
Saturday dinner guests at the Kappa
jor of the Grizzly R. O. T. C. battalion,
Kappa Gamma house.
stopped
on the campus recently while
Bill Downing was a Sunday dinner
on his way back from F ort George
guest of his sister, Elizabeth.
Thelma Flarmoen, Deer Lodge, Wright, where he had been assigned
spent the week-end a t the Kappa Delta to a tw o weeks' term of duty as sec
ond lieu ten ant
•' '
house.
Quinlan Is a graduate of the for
Vincent Bergqulst, Bill Youlden, Pat
estry
school
and
has
been
employed
Wilcox, Gaylord Barnhill and Roger
Grattan attended the game at Moscow for the past several months by the
United States Forest Service In south
Saturday.
Denise Duncan and R o s e m a r y ern Illinois. In order to take advant
Sampson, Billings, were Saturday din age of the two weeks’ experience, he
ner guests at the Kappa Kappa Gam requested 16 days m ilitary leave from
his duties with the forest service and
ma house.
Mrs. C. E. Ade and Patricia Ade, returned to Illinois after his m ilitary
Deer Lodge, were week-end guests of duty was completed. On completion of
Geraldine Ade at the Delta Gamma the two w eeks’ service, Quinlan was
qualified for a first lieutenant's com
house.
Jean Paul has returned to school m ission In the Officers Reserve corps.
after an Illness.
Alice Barbara Wayne and Virginia ner guest of Loraa Blackmore at
Lou Walters spent the week-end In Corbin hall.
Wallace, Idaho.
Patricia Gore and Alfreda Fors wold
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma were Sunday dinner gnests at Corbin
Phi Epsilon house were Mark Wysel hall.
and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Good.
Bob Burrell was a guest of Maxine
Bernice Luedke and Barbara H arris | Esgar a t Corbin hall Sunday,
were guests for dinner Sunday at the
Mary Henderson spent the week-end
Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
at her home in Drummond.
Alpha Phi alumnae and actives w ill
Mrs. H. B. Palmer was a Sunday dinentertain pledges at a Hallowe’en ner guegt at corbtn hall.
.............—___
party Thursday n ig h t
| —— ■ - ..........
Ethel Scheytt, Kay Spetz and Mar
Patronise Kaimin Advertisers
garet Seidenstlcker were Sunday din
ner guests at the Alpha XI Delta
house.
At the Dormitories
Mrs. Theodore Brantly is visiting in
DiUon.
Mr. and Mrs. W ill H ennessey, Con
rad, visited their daughter, Mary
Louise, Saturday at North hall.
Dorcas Kelleher was the Friday
dinner guest of H elen Stewart a t Cor
bin ball.
Betty Atwater visited at her borne
in Basin over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Wood of Troy
visited their daughters in Corbin hall
last week.
Elizabeth Wright spent the week
end in Manhattan.
Marie Hedges was the Sundsy din-

OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

Metropole Barber Shop

1.

“Prosperize”
It’s Better Dry Cleaning

Florence Laundry Co.
Dial

The Western Montana
National Bank
Missoula, Montana
Affiliated with
First Bank Stock Corporation

Hollyoak
Drug Store
“The Students’ Friendly store”

‘Way Down East’

TODAY and WEDNESDAY!
FIRST
RUN

2

Lunch and Fountain
Service

ssos

RIALTO
FEATURES

BETTE DAVIS In

‘Girl From 10th Avenue’
— And —
JOHN KILLS In

‘It Happened One Night’

‘Born for Glory’

With GABLE and COLBERT
— Pins —

STARTING THURSDAY 1

‘One Night of Love’

‘Hopalong Cassidy’

Both of them — and for these
special prices: Adults 26c, kids
10c. For Wednesday only!

WE SOLICIT YOUR BUSINESS

Basement B ft H Jew elry Store

New WILMA

With GRACE MOORE

A Complete
Banking Service

‘Cappy Ricks Returns’
Western Montana’s Biggest
Show Value I

Get your supply of
COSMETICS AND
SHAVING NEEDS
You can use them
very soon.

COURTESY
SERVICE
DEPENDABILITY

EASY WAY TO STAY
•*
..AND AN EASYWAY
AWAKE IN CLASS TOENJOYA PIPE
STUDENT (g j
FALLS ASLEEP AND
SAWS WOOD.
SAWED BLOCK
FALLS ON OWL'S
h e a d (S ) m a k i n g
EVERYTHING GO
BLACK FOR THE
OWL. HE THINKS
IT IS NIGHT AND
HOOTS SCARING
FROG © WHO
LEAPS FOR
UPPER PLATFORM
DRAGGING
MATCH ACROSS
SANDPAPER (D).
MATCH LIGHTS
SKYROCKET WHICH
TIPS BUCKET OF
WATER ( f ) ON
STUDENT AND
AW AKEN S HIM
IN TIME TO HEAR
ASSIGNMENT FOR
NEXT LECTURE

I N E V E R KN EW
HOW GOOD A
PIPE COULD BE
TILL I T R IED
PR IN C E ALBERT
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14-yard line. Three attempts through
the line gained five and then Blastic
hauled down another pass on the oneyard line. Szakash promptly smashed
the ball over and added the point
after touchdown.
Montana kicked off and a series of
Idaho plays brought the ball back to
the Grizzlies’ 43-yard line. Sundberg
punted to Popovich and on the next
play came the break which lost the
Grizzlies Knot Score 7-7 in Last Quarter; Ball Is Lost game.
Montana Loses Ground
On 18-Inch Line, From Where Maxson Scores;
On the next kickoff Popovich was
Szakach Makes Montana Points
downed almost in his tracks and the
first play saw Popovich swarmed for
Fighting to break a 7-7 tie and win their first conference game in a loss of 10 yards as he searched for
five years, the Grizzlies fumbled deep in Montana territory within the a pass receiver. Two other heaves
last minute of play and disaster overtook long-held hopes as Idaho went wild and the game was over

Vandals Snatch Game
In F inal 60 Seconds
Of Conference Clash

recovered the rolling ball and went over for the winning touchdown
in the annual Grizzly-Vandal clash®---------------- — ---------------------------—
Saturday. The game, resulting In a
Lineups
14 to 7 win for Idaho, was played on
Montana
Idaho
MacLean field in Moscow.
Hartsell ..............................
Left End
The break came as a Montana team
tired of moral victories, was attempt Babich .............................
Left Tackle
ing to spring a man into the clear
Phi SIgs Trim Phi Delta as S. P. E
with the hopes of smashing down the Noyes........................ .....
Team Slips Into Fourth Place;
Left Guard
field for a winning score within the
Leaders Undefeated
brief 60 seconds that remained. An Breen ...„.........................
Center ,
Idaho drive had been halted on Mon
Sigma Chi, by winning three games
tana’s 42-yard line and Sundberg
over the week-end, took undisputed
Right Guard
punted to Popovich deep in the, coffin
lead in the Interfraternity touch foot
corner. He took the ball on his own Cosgrove ........................ . ........ Moore ball race and Phi Sigma Kappa moved
Right Tackle
six-yard line only to be forced out of
into second place by toppling over the
bounds after a return of four yards. Brandenburg .....................
Phi Delta Theta team,-which is now
Right End
Hurriedly the two teams lined up and
in third p.lace.
Montana called a scrimmage play. As C. Whittinghill ................. .Honsowetz
Nick Mariana tossed long passes to
Quarterback
the two lines met the ball rolled free
Ray Boettcher who leaped from no
and bounced to the goal line where
where
and caught passes which
Fullback
Norm Iverson dove on it just 18 Inches
seemed impossible to catch, to enable
from pay dirt. Ward cracked the cen Popovich ............................ .........Devlin the Phi Sigs to triumph over the Phi
Left Halt
ter of the line on the first play and
Delta 6-0. Alter a series of passes
was thrown back a yard. Then Max- Elastic ................................ ........ .Ward Boettcher slipped into the end zone
Right
Half
son, substitute left halfback, went
and caught a long pass from Mariana,
Referee—Friel, (W. S. C.); umpire
around left end on a reverse to cross
falling as he caught the pass. The
the goal line standing up and give the —Mason (Oregon); head linesman— Phi Delts threatened a few times but
Higgins
(Gonzaga); field judge—
Vandals another hard-earned victory
were unable to tally against a strong
over their ancient foes. Sundberg Henry (W. S. C.)
Phi Sig team. Abe Thompson, LlndeMontana substitutes—Previs, Newplaced the ball between the uprights
berg, and the passing combination
and the score stood 14 for Idaho and gard. It; Welsh, Olson, R. Whittinghill, played the best game for the Phi Sigs
7 tor Montana with but seconds left qb. Idaho substitutes — Gray, lg; and Bill Wheaton and Bill Ahders
to play. The Grizzlies strove des Spaugey, Brado, rt; L. Rich, Sundberg, were constant threats for the Phi
perately during those few seconds to fb; Holmes, Maxson, rh.
Delts.
Touchdowns—Ward, Maxson, Szak
come back with another touchdown
In the other contest Friday, Sigma
but three passes had failed as the ach. Goals after touchdown—Szakach, Chi defeated the Independents 6-0.
Sundberg, 2.
gun sounded, ending the game.
Tom Judge passed to Chuck Flan
Idaho Receives
agan, who crossed the goal line after
hauled him down. Held for no gain on
Idaho received the opening kickoff the first play, Blastic fell back and a few steps. Lubrecht and Flanagan
and a line plunge and pass netted a flipped a pass to Popovich who headed were always dangerous on the offen
first down. An exchange of punts was for his own goal line to evade a flock sive and the Sigma Chi team threat
followed by Popovich’s interception of of would-be tacklers and then ened several times but were able to
a Vandal pass and he raced to the switched back to cross the goal line score only one touchdown. A1 McIn
Idaho 28-yard line. Four more plays 37 yards away. However, Head Lines tosh, Norris Quam and Joe Spenker
netted additional yardage and then man Bill Higgins, Spokane, had blown were constantly breaking up the Barb
Szakach missed a place kick from his whistle for an offside penalty on threats and the strong passing attack
of Gordon Hickman to Howard Wheatthe 20.
Montana and the play was called back.
ley.
The two teams exchanged punts and
Early in the second quarter Cos
Phi Sigs Wintwo plays later Blastic intercepted a grove recovered a Vandal fumble on
The Phi Sigs. won again Saturday
pass on his own 20 and was back to the Idaho 34-yard line and Wheeler
when
they
defeated Delta Sigma
the 40 before Vandal tacklers finally broke up the drive with an intercep
Lambda 12-0 in a clean, hard-fought
tion. A short time later Breen recov
game. Abe Thompson and Lowell
If your hair isn't becoming to you, ered another Idaho fumble on the Van
Purdy caught long passes from Nick
you had better be coming to us.
dal's 35-yard marker and Szakach
Mariana in the third quarter to beat
TRAIL BARBER SHOP smashed the line twice to make it first a strong Delta Sigma Lambda team.
down. Three more line plays netted
FRANK J. SPON, Prop.
Mariana's passing was a constant of
only five yards and again Szakach at
Higgins Avenue a t Broadway
fensive weapon for the Phi Sigs while
tempted a field goal only to have the
—Journeymen—
Frisbee
and Lund played well for the
Harry Edwards
Geo. W. Janke ball sail wide.
S. L. team.
Ward Scores for Vandals
Bill Wheaton caught a long pass
On the first scrimmage play of the
from Mitchell in the last two minutes
HOW IS TOUR COAL PILE?
third quarter Ward took the ball,
of the Phi Delt-Independent game, en
MISSOULA COAL & TRANSFER squirmed through the line, swept past abling the former team to win, 6-0.
the secondary defense behind deadly
COMPANY
Wheaton, Seymour and Ahders played
Interference and crossed the goal line
COAL and WOOD
steady ball for the winners and
80 yards away. Sundberg promptly
Wheatley and Hickman, the strong
Phone 8662
added the extra point with p . wellpassing combination of the Independ
placed boot.
ents, continued In top form.
Two short Montana punts kept the
The league leaders won another low
Grizzlies in a hole until in the fourth
scoring game from Sigma Alpha Ep
quarter when a fumble was recovered
silon 6 to 0. Flanagan, the Sigs’
on the Vandal’s 28-yard line. Szakach
Zipper Jackets
scoring ace, scored the touchdown on
made three and then Hartsell picked
Slack Pants
tD’i . t / t l each
another pass from Judge. Although
New Window Pane Patterns
up fire on an end around play. A
the Sigma Chls weren't forced to punt
fumble resulted in a loss of two yards
C. R. DRAGSTEDT CO.
during the game, they were unable to
and then Szakach shot a bullet pass
Men’s Wear
Opp. N.P. Depot
score again. Frequent substitutions
to Blastic for first down on the Idaho
were made by the winners and the
game was rough at times.
The Sigma Nu-Slgma Phi Epsilon
game, scheduled for Saturday was
postponed. Sigma Chi won a game by
default when sufficient Alpha Tau
Omega players failed to show up yes
terday.
S. P. E. Defeats S. A. E.
Sigma Phi Epsilon won from the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon team, 7 to 0, yes
terday. An overtime period was nec
essary to decide the close game. Multz
caught a long pass and ran to the
nine-yard line, where the S. A. E. team
was penalized to its own one-yard line
for unnecessary roughness. Jennings
ran across the goal line on the first
play, and then scored one of the few
points after touchdown on a high, dis
puted dropkick.
Holt intercepted
passes for the D. S. L. team and Bob
Huppe was a constant threat on run
ning plays for the losers.
With the final games of the sched
ule Thursday, ^11 teams are desper
ately striving to raise their standings
in the league. The games have been
close, with very few games being won
by large margins. Defensive and of
fensive play are better and the teams
are showing a greater Interest in the
Interfraternity race.
Team
Won Lost Tied
Sigma C h i___................... 7
0
0
Phi Sigma K a p p a ______ 6
1 0
Phi Delta Theta ................ 5
1 0
Sigma Phi E p silo n.......... 2
3 1
Delta Sigma L am bda..... 2
3 1
Sigma N u ______________ 1
3 1
Independents ....
2
3 2
Sigma Alpha E psilon.......1
4 2
On the Campus— Back Main Hall
Alpha Tau Omega............ 0
7
0

Sigma Chi Takes
Undisputed Lead
In Football Race

Sport Ensembles

$4.95,

Regular Fountain Service
Light Lunches
During
Noon Hour

Associated Students’ Store
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Sporty Vents
Montana buried its jinx and the old
boy is sound asleep again after a brief
visit to Moscow where It entertained
all and sundry, offering a few choice
morsels while haunting a football
team. Anyone who witnessed the game
Saturday will bear confirmation to the
above statement. It is always easy to
lay the blame on a jinx or tough
breaks, but the fact remains that the
Grizzlies were as far from being the
team they have been in their earlier
games tills' season as it Is for one
group to be. The only similarity be
tween Montana’s team and the bunch
that played Saturday were the uni
forms.
o—O—o
If Montana does not pull out of its
slump by the next week-end, the
Washington Huskies - will convert
them into a real New Deal team by
running up a figure like a WFA ap
propriation In the score column—that
Is if Montana can get enongh men to
gether to battle the Huskies.
o—O—o
Practically the whole team suffered
injuries of some sort in the' Idaho tus
sle. The Montana team that takes the
field against Washington will be
hampered by injuries that will be hard
to shake off. Rod Welsh, fullback,
suffered a broken arm that will keep
him out for the rest of the season.
Chuck Whittinghill and Cliff Olson
also will be Borely handicapped by In
juries received in the game. Babich
suffered several injuries which will
make him a doubtful starter.
o—O—o
In an effort to have the team at
full strength, Herb Brandenburg has
been shifted to the blocking back posi
tion and John Shields has moved up
to take his position a t end. The rest
of the men will remain in the same
positions If they show a little of the
determination that characterized their
play In the earlier games.
.
o—O—o
Blame for the playing of the team
Saturday cannot be laid on the al
ready weary shoulders of their fine
coach, Doug Fessenden. They were
warned before the game that If the at
titude didn’t change they would be
taken for a good fall. It Is all history
now and all we hope Is that the boys
profit from their defeat and snap Into
the form that they can display.

Riflery Squads
Begin Season
Of Competition
Women W ill Meet Forestry
Team Thursday N ight;
No Handicaps
Members of the Women’s Rifle team
will open their season of active com
petition Thursday when they will meet
the Forest Service Rifle club of Mis
soula in a match at the R. O. T. C.
ange at 8 o’clock.
Teams entering the match will con
sist of nine members each and will
fire ten shots In each of three positions,
kneeling, sitting and prone. The five
high aggregate scores for each team
will be entered In the scoring to deter
mine the final standing.
Women will be entered in the con
test on a strict equality basis for the
first time. In previous contests held
between the two teams the women
were given the advantage by being al
lowed to fire from any position de
sired. This last ruling was passed be
cause the women have Improved stead
ily in the competitive shooting and
are now considered dangerous com

Army Officers University Riflers
Start Practicing
Choose R.O.T.C.
On November 15
Cadet Leaders Major Norris Is to Delay DriUlng

The University of Washington has a
real team this year. Their defeat at
the hands of Stanford was due to the
accurate kicking toe of all-American
Awaiting Freshman Reserves;
“Monk" Moscrlp, who spilt the goal
Ben Taylor Captain
General
Military
Efficiency,
posts twice for field goals. In the
Excellence of Execution
Washington State game they displayed
Although several of last year’s small
an offense that was hard to stop.
bore rifle team members are on the
Are Basis of Choice
Their end sweeps featured the ball
campus ready to start practice, Major
carrying of Byron Haines, who Is the
Members of the military science de G. B. Norris, men’s rifle team coach,
fastest running back on the coast. If partment Monday morning announced has announced that there will be no
the Huskies shake him past the line that noncommissioned officers for the team practice until November 16.
Into the open he streaks for the goal 1935 and 1936 season had been ap
“There will be ample time after the
like a scared rabbit He is a south pointed and will take over their duties middle of November," stated Major
paw passer and runs best to the left Immediately.
Norris, “for all who wish, to get all
Against the Cougars, the Oregon flash
Men were selected on the basis of the practice necessary. Then we will
started toward his left, cut back, and proficiency, excellence of execution, start regular practice and can hope
raced 70 yards for a touchdown. and general military efficiency.
to accomplish much more as everyone
Washington State kicked off and he
Those who will be sergeants are will be fresh and more Interested.”
almost raced through the entire team R. Lumby, E. I. Helms, O. Lang, N.
Most of last year’s team Is back and
again, having only one man between Mariana, R. James, Melvin Singleton, with the addition of several riflemen
him and the goal.
Robert Van Haur, Charles Sande, Paul who have had previous experience
o—0—-o
Qhumrau, Tom McKenzie, K. Ross, R. with small bore teams, it is expected
Jimmy Cain, Haines’ running mate, Hamilton, C. E. Hardy, B. Sjaholm, that much better scores will be fired.
is just as efficient and as hard to Rex T. McCann, Donald Vaupel, B. Lincoln Landall has again entered
bring down. Quarterback Elmer Logg Newton, H. E. Trussell, J. C. Miller, school after a year’s absence as has
Is the most consistent kicker on the E. Leiphelmer, R. Farmer.
Harold Taylor, another member of the
coast. The fullback post Is held down
The men who Monday took over the team of two years ago. Among those
by Ed Nowogroski, who is as formid duties of corporals are H. Taylor, M. missing is last year's captain, Eugene
able as his name sounds. He features Johnson, S. Wharton, F. D’Orazi, V. Haugen who is not attending school
Sally Rand off-tackle smashes—plenty D’Orazl, J. Hanley, B. Ogg, J. Seiden- this year. Several freshmen will join
sticker, R. Stallman, R. E. McLaugh the squad.
of power and no deception.
lin, F. Graves, R. Young, O. Roholt, W.
o—O—o
William Calvert and Byron Price,
The other standouts on the team are Brown, J. Walsh, M. Waddell, C. Mil Laurel; Olaf Bredeson, Inga; Robert
Chuck Bond and Jack McKenzie at ler, T. Martin, H. Sannon, J. Moore, Van Haur, Hilger; Robert Lumby,
tackles. Both of these boys are big W. Niemeyer, L. Yates, C. Chambers, Missoula, and Robert Rickert, Butte,
and tongh. McKenzie Is a former D. Doak, G. Hanson, R. Griffith, R. are expected out for practice as soon
Butte high star who will be facing five Mountain, D. Larson, Davis, C. Flint, as the range is opened for the men.
of his former teammates when the two C. Dobson, W. Jennings, M. Sheldon, Ben Taylor, Troy, Is the team captain.
R. Jarvis, E. Donahay, J. Black, J.
teams clash.
Donahue, R. W. Poston, J. A. Shelton,
o—O—o
The Montana team will spend most D. Brown, L. Hayes, R. Kernfleld, P.
of this week perfecting a defense to Murphy, J. W. Whllt, K. Hurt, H. C.
halt the star backfield of the Huskies Stockman, A. Johnson, M. Akin, W.
Wiring Supplies
before they get started. Against Wash McLure, H. Swan, H. Wheatley, J.
ington State the Huskies' reserves did Mariana, J. MacDonald, R. Jarvis.
not perform up to the standards set
244 N. Higgins
Phone 8666
for them. If Washington Is forced to FORESTRY PUBLICITY HEAD
use Its second team the Grizzlies will
IS TO SPEAK MONDAY
more than demonstrate their potential,
power.
The Northern Rocky Mountain sec
o—O—o
tion of the American College of For
Classic remarks—Ted Bank's com esters will hold the first meeting of
Sold-Rented-Repaired
ment on the fine singing at the Whit the society for the 1935 season In the
man game when his team was upset library of ther Forestry building Mon
is followed closely by this one from day, November 2, at 8 o’clock. Har
an unknown source. “Whiskers never old Swan, publicity manager of the
won a game yet. The team can grow forest service, will speak on the sub
as much of a beard as they want to. ject, “What Publicity Means to the
But it doesn’t help any to travel Average Individual.”
UNDERWOOD AGENTS
around looking like bums, just be
127 E. Broadway
Phone 2457
cause they play like them.”
Dick Lelghtner, a former university
student, is teaching In Virginia City.
petition.
The match Thursday will be the
fourth between the two teams, and the
first to be fired without handicap. Pre
vious scores between the two teams
are:
First match (1934) Women, 1,691
Forest Service, 1,667.
Second match (1936) Women, 1,349
Forest Service, 1,326. \
A university education gives youth a
Third match (1935) Women, 1,379
superior knowledge that w ill enable it
Forest Service, 1,347.
to achieve success upon maturity. . . .
Captain A. E. Rothermlch announced
Monday that the team members had
Likewise a superior knowledge of brew
not been selected yet, but that they
ing has assured1the
woald be picked from the following
quality and success
11
list; Alice Berland, Virginia Bode,
Margaret Lucy, Dorothy Markus, Dor
of our product.
yfctlli **
othy Russell, Jane LeClaire, Virginia
Flanagan, Olive McLeod, Dorcas Kelieher, Louise Monk, Marie Cook, June
Blankenhorn.

Walford Electric Co.

TYPEWRITERS
Lister Typewriter
Service

Success...

INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE
Interfraternity Football
Tuesday — Sigma Nu vs. Delta
Sigma Lambda; Phi Delta Theta vs.
Alpha Tau Omega.
Wednesday — Sigma Nu vs. In
dependents; Sigma Alpha Epsilon
vs. Delta Sigma Lambda.
Thursday — Phi Sigma Kappa vs.
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Phi Delta
Theta vs. Sigma Chi.

Guard Your Sight

SEND YOUR
LAUNDRY HOME

f

^RAILWAY
EXPRESS

When your eyesight is gone, then
too is gone all the pleasure and useful
ness of yoijr life.
W e ’ll call for it, w hisk it aw ay
and bring it back again. Railw ay

The Montana Power Company will
be glad to lend you a new I. E. S. ap
proved type Better-Sight Study Lamp
for ten days. Just phone 3158 and
ask for a lamp to be delivered free of
charge.

Study Lamps $5.95
The M o n tan a P o w e r C o .

E xpress service is safe, sw ift
and sure. Economical, too—

TUNE IN ON THE
RAILWAY EXPRESS NEWS PARADE
Every week from the following station*:
WEE1 • WOR • WHK • WLS • KWK
WDSU • WFAA e WGST • KYA • KNX
KSTP • KOMO • WBAL • KOLL
Watch for local announcements

rates are low —and our “ sending-it-collect” service is partic
ularly popular. P ro m p t pick-up
and delivery service in all im 
portant cities and tow ns. • F o r
service o r information telephone

128 EAST FRONT STREET
PHONE 2547
Depot Office: Northern Pacific Depot, Phone 2546
Missoula, Montana

Railw ay Ex p r e s s
AGENCY INC,

NATION-WI DE RAI L- AI R SERVICE

Tuesday, October 29, 1935

Leading Students
Will Be Quizzed
For Scholarship

Theater in Union
Building Largest
One in Missoula

Notices

Psl Chi will meet In room 206, Main
hall Wednesday afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Dr. F. 0. Smith will give a review of
the more interesting papers presented Projection Booth Is Installed; New
Rhodes Committee Will Name Men
Stage Equipment Placed
at the psychological convention in
To Represent University
For Productions
Michigan this summer. It is important
At State Meet
that all students who Intend to major
or minor in psychology be present All
(Editor's Note: This is the second
Possible candidates for the Rhodes others interested are invited to attend.
of a series of eight articles to be
Scholarship are being Interviewed this
presented in the columns of the
week by the Rhodes Scholarship com
Kaimin
on the new Student Union
A
faculty
meeting
will
be
held
this
mittee which consists of Dean Miller,
Dean Jesse, Professor Clark, Profes afternoon at 4:10 o'clock in the For building.)
estry
building,
room
206.
sor Freeman, and Professor Schrelber.
Important because it takes up oneSelections will be completed by the
A meeting of the Mathematics club third of the building, because it is the
end of this week.
only
place where the entire student
The men selected will attend the Is scheduled for Thursday evening at
body may be assembled at one time In
state eliminations where examinations 7:30 o’clock in Craig 103.
ali auditorium and because rental is
will be given by three judges, who
quiz the candidates concerning their
Phi Sigma will meet In the Nat expected to contribute considerably to
ward the payment of the building, the
particular field of study, their views ural science building tonight at 7:30
on current affairs and events, and o'clock. All active members are urged Student Union theater is probably the
second outstanding feature of the new
other related subjects. The judges are to attend.
student center.
usually men who have been Rhodes
The auditorium is finished in brown,
scholars.
An important meeting of Kappa with tan and cream trimmings, on a
Last year fire state universjty men Tau will be held Wednesday at 4
competed in the state eliminations o'clock in the law building. The meet special a acoustical plaster. With a
which were held a t Butte on January ing will be short. Every member seating capacity of 1,463, the theater
will be the largest in Missoula. Seats
5. Bill Browning, Belt; John Clark, should be present
are of cushioned leather with a fabric
Missoula; Newell Gough, Missoula;
upholstery on the backs. Carpets ■Will
Lee Metcalf, Bellflower, California,
Prospective members of the various be placed on the floors. A projection
and Stanley Trachta, Ollmont, were
teams in the Independent basketball booth for motion pictures has been
those chosen to represent the state
tournament should attend the Inde built in the back wall of the balcony.
university. John Clark, Missoula, was
pendent meeting tonight a t 7: SOo'clock The stage, 30 feet deep and with flies
one of the two men selected at the
In the forestry building library and reaching 64 feet to the gridiron, has
state contest to represent Montana.
get Information as to the schedule, etc. been finished with all new equipment
John Hays, a student a t the State col
to allow for Masquer productions, lec
lege at Bozeman, was one of the four
There will be a meeting of all Inter- tures, outside entertainment, the Com
college men selected as recipients of
Rhodes Scholarships at the regional fraternity touch football managers at munity Concert series and any other
competitive examination held a t Spo Harry Adams' office In the gymnasium projects requiring a theater. The
Wednesday at 1 o'clock. Every team proscenium arch, 27 feet high and 38
kane, Washington.
feet wide, has a green velvet curtain,
must be represented.
harmonizing well with the color
DANIEL CLAPP RECEIVES
Check group will meet Tuesday at 4 scheme of the entire theater. Lighting
COVETED PH J) DEGREE
o’clock In the law school. Dick Orms- is furnished by indirect ceiling drop
Daniel Clapp, son of the late presi by will lead the discussion. Subject, lights. Underneath and behind the
stage are work rooms, allowing for
dent of the state university, has re "Natural Selection.”
the construction of scenery.
cently received his doctor’s degree in
On the second and third floors, be
chemistry a t Massachusetts Institute
Members of Sentinel advertising
hind the stage are dressing rooms.
of Technology.
staff report for a meeting Monday at
He has been doing research- work 4 o'clock at the Sentinel office.
on chemical substances connected
with the cause of cancer. His thesis
Gene Davis, Ernest Ceserani, Rob
The
covered this work.
ert Thomson, Ed Schmoll, Bill LazeFirst National Bank
tich and Prank Halloran attended the
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
CLASSIFIED AD
Moscow game Saturday.
NATIONAL BANK IN
FOR RENT—Sleeping room for man
MONTANA
Patronise Kalinin Adverlsers
In private home. .227 South 4th East.

make-up, costumes and • property
rooms and general storage space for
equipment necessary for stage pro
ductions.
The foyer, opening to the west on a
platform, allows plenty of room for
between-the-acts smokes and strolls.
A ticket booth, equipped with a tele
phone for outside calls during the
progress of a performance, has two
grilled windows. Above the second
floor foyer are four rooms, originally
intended for music practice rooms, but
now slated to become offices. It is
planned to install grills between the
foyer and theater so that the theater
may be locked off from the rest of
the building when it is not in use.
From the theater, a door leads into
the store. Morris McCollum, store
manager, plans to keep the store open
evenings when the theater is in use.
Performances now scheduled for the
theater, include three Masquer produc
tions, beginning November 23, the
week-end of the opening of the build
ing, with Paul Treichler’s drama of
Montana history, “More Died Than
Men." Winter quarter will feature an
Elizabethan comedy, “The Knight of
the Burning Pestle," and spring quar
ter, Eugene O'Neill's great American
comedy, “Ah, Wilderness.” The out
side entertainment committee has
booked the Seattle Symphony orches
tra for November 26 and Ted Shawn

Professor G. Yphantis
Speaks in Great Falls

ern movement, with some o
developments In the nineteen^th <mntury
up to the present day. »peciai
Professor George Yphantis of the
fine arts department, addressed the
members of the a rt department in
Great Falls high school Friday after
noon.
“Trends in Modern Art” was the
and his troupe of male dancers for De
cember 9. All community concert
programs, beginning the week of Jan
uary 21 with Rugierro Ricci, boy
violinist, will be held in the theater.
Anyone else interested In booking the
theater for performances should see
Kirk Badgley, Student Union manager.

j 0nes, Missoula, has wlth', iv e r #

e 1

No Glamour
Trouble Here

COMMUNITY
STUDENTS

15c:

ANYTIME I

© LAST TIMES TODAY!

WALLACE BERRY
“The Mighty Bam um ”
WED. and THURS* O ct 30-31
________ HIT NO. 1 --------------

“That’s Gratitude”
The riotous comedy of
the screen1

W hen the occasion calls
for a little extra neatness
in your dress — a little
more style to your collar
— step out in the Hitt,
Arroufs new shirt with
the non-wilt a r o s e t col
lar, Sanforised Shrunk.

HIT NO. 2 .

“ I Give My Love”
— With —
Paul Lukas — Wynne Gibson

$2

00

H IT T is our latest ARROW
shirt with the new A r o s e t
C o l l a r —the collar that won't
wilt, wrinkle or curl. The col
lar that keeps its snowy-fresh
look from mom to night
without a drop of starch!
Water won’t wilt it — laun
dering won't blister it! It has
all the smart appearance of a
starched collar . . . and all

the pleasant comfort of a soft
one.
H it t , of course, inherits all
the expert tailoring — the
suave style — and good taste
that distinguish Arrow Shirts.
Made in the Mitoga tailored
to-fit model and SanforizedShmnlr — guaranteed to fit
permanently.

In white, 4 2

The M ER C A N TILE..

And remember—

“The BINGO Party”
Every Wednesday at 9 P.M .

What is it? It's HITT!

< « MISSOULA'S OLDIAT, LAMHST AND 1UST (TORI
Follow Arrow mod y o u follow tt y it

They ain’t stream lined
or air conditionedb u t th ey sure are m ild
a n d they su re g o t taste

, t e made o f
m ild ripe tobaccos

,..

we believe Chester
fields will add a lot
to your pleasure.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Q 1935, Ligoitt Sc My im T obacco Co .

